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Abstract
The entire citrus industry is under attack by terminal citrus diseases such as Huanglongbing (HLB) or citrus greening
(Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus), and citrus canker (Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri). There is a need to develop fruit
quality assessment techniques that can assess the quality of green citrus fruits during the growing season when green
fruits are still on the trees. Learning technique is one of the fundamental techniques for fruit quality evaluation. Efforts to
develop an efficient automated fruit classification system continued as an industry priority since fruit evaluation through
human visual inspection has drawbacks such as subjectivity, high labour costs, inefficiency, and most importantly, the inconsistency caused by tediousness. Estimating citrus fruit yield at an earlier stage of fruit development can benefit growers to adjust site-specific management practices while it is possible, to increase fruit yield, and plan harvest operations
on time to minimize harvesting costs. Also, to, (i) Estimate the infections and fruit defects, (ii) Estimate the number of
fruits in the citrus grove and potential fruit size before harvesting, (iii) Yield prediction, and (iv) Make economic estimates
such as planning of incomes, and calculation of net profit. An excellent recognition method would be the one that can
separate green citrus fruits from background green leaves of citrus trees in the grove. The previous methods had difficulty in detecting young fruits and creating maps or make economic estimates because young or immature citrus fruits
are green and resemble tree leaves. Some recent advances in machine learning yielded new techniques to train deep
neural networks, which has the potential to successfully recognize patterns of objects such as citrus fruit’s morphological
structure and differentiate fruits from the main crop. This system uses forward propagation, which is a neural network
way of classifying a set of images and to improve their performance.
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The Citrus Industry
Maintaining citrus fruits quality is key to success in the
fresh fruit market all over the world. The food industry is
expecting high-quality products that meet the set food safety
standards. As a result, there is a need for accurate, fast,
and objective quality determination of citrus fruits [1]. Fruit
quality assessment techniques that can assess the quality
of green citrus fruits during the growing season when green
fruits are still on the trees are vital [2].

Citrus quality, yield and disease management
Estimating green citrus fruit yield at an earlier stage of
fruit development can benefit growers to adjust site-specific
management practices; and while it is possible, to increase
fruit yield, and plan harvest operations on time to minimize
harvesting costs [3,4]. In addition, estimating the quantity
of fruits in the citrus grove and potential fruit size before
harvesting represents the basis for prediction of future fruit
yield, planning of incomes, and calculation of net profit [5].
This is relevant in Florida and possibly in some regions of

the world where there is a declining availability of seasonal
agricultural labour, and growing pressure from worldwide
competition in the citrus industry [6]. In any agrarian system,
more especially the citrus industry, there is a developing need
to produce and harvest more products of higher quality at a
lower input cost. More especially now than any other time
before, since the entire citrus industry is under attack by
terminal citrus diseases such as Huanglongbing (HLB) or citrus
greening (Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus), and citrus canker
(Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri). The citrus greening
disease is a major cause of crop and tree loss in many parts of
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Asia and Africa [7]. This disease is a severe, highly destructive,
and widely distributed disease of citrus, especially on sweet
orange and mandarin varieties [8]. A phloem-restricted, the
uncultured bacterium causes greening disease of citrus,
which is characterized and named Liberobacter [9]. A range
of primary and secondary leaf symptoms are associated with
HLB, making field diagnosis difficult, unless the typical lopsided greened fruit are present [8].

Machine learning and citrus production
Learning technique is one of the fundamental techniques
for fruit quality evaluation. Du and Sun [10] indicated that
this technique uses computer vision technology, which
seeks to eventually substitute the human visual decisionmaking process with an automated procedure. Critical areas
for computer vision technology application in agricultural
and biological industries include fruit quality evaluation,
infestations, and blemishes on fruits [11]. The automated
inspection of product quality in all agrarian systems is
becoming of high importance to reduce production input
costs and maximize product quality [12].
Significant to this challenge is the development of an
automated procedure that can mainly substitute human
labour on tasks where a person is not consistent with the
performance of a task in each process, or performs worse
than an automated machine in terms of accuracy, and
repetitiveness in a working cycle [13]. In the past, defect
detection on fruits was performed mainly by humans through
visual inspection and in some current sorting applications
by people trained in the fruit quality standards for market
purposes [14]. Together with variability associated with a
human visual inspection of fruits that are easily influenced by
physiological factors, this accentuates a need for a consistent
measurement system [10]. Efforts to develop an efficient
automated fruit classification system continued as an
industry priority since fruit evaluation through human visual
inspection has drawbacks such as subjectivity, high labour
costs, inefficiency, and most importantly, the inconsistency
caused by tediousness [14].

Machine Vision and Prospects of Innovative
Techniques in Green Fruit Detection
Previous studies detected matured citrus fruit from trees
in the grove using a machine vision system [13]. However,
detecting matured citrus fruits from a citrus tree in the grove
appears quite easy because a matured citrus fruit has a
different color from green citrus leaves. Other studies used
color and texture features for fruit recognition to achieve
near-human levels of recognition. However, only 69.2%
recognition rate for oranges was achieved on 51 trained
images [15]. In agricultural and biological sciences, images
are a key source of information, and for computer vision
technology to achieve a near-human level of image recognition
is a challenge yet to be resolved [16]. Developing an outdoor
machine vision system that can exceptionally recognize green
fruits on green citrus trees in the grove can be a challenge,
primarily because of varying illumination conditions among
images [17]. Tian and Slaughter [18] reported that lightning
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condition is one important factor to consider in object
recognition with machine vision system because changes in
lighting conditions may vary because of low-resolution images
resulting in improper object recognition. In a study conducted
by Stajnko, et al. [19], the method developed by the authors
was not useful in distinguishing green leaves and green fruits
growing deep in the tree crown. The authors recommended
that future studies investigate methods of fruit recognition
by shape so that it is possible to detect a hidden spherical
fruit by obtaining a set of pixels that correspond to fruit
boundaries. In this situation, the use of automated robotics
system, and computer and machine vision is inevitable in the
whole citrus industry and fruit detection [20]. That is because
computers in agriculture have many potential applications,
such as analyzing fruit images for automated agricultural and
biological tasks [21].
Computer and machine vision attempts to replicate
human behavior and after that substitute human visual
sense, perform an inspection task, and make judgment
capabilities by electronically perceiving and understanding
an image with a video camera [22,23]. And for these reasons,
machine vision system fits perfectly well in the problemsolving strategy of the citrus industry because this technology
has a potential to detect defects on green citrus fruits in the
grove and perhaps increase the commercial value of the
fruits [24]. Other advantages of this technology are that the
technology is an instantaneous non-destructive GPS operated
that is comparatively low-cost, objective, and can detect fruit
multi-index simultaneously, such as size, skin defects, color,
shape, and to a larger extend even fruit maturity [25]. Hence
automated inspection is experiencing considerable growth
in the agrarian system because of its competency, reliability,
superior speed, and precision [23].
To this date, there is a lot of research conducted in the field
of machine vision system. However, there is a limited success
about practical applications in agricultural and biological
sciences [26]. In a study of machine vision methods for locating
a fruit on a tree, Jiménez, et al. [13] concluded that there is a
need for a new technique to reduce total occlusion to make
the process feasible, more especially when more than 40% of
the fruit is occluded. Kane and Lee [27], reported that a major
problem with these camera systems is occlusion and grouped
fruit segmentation on a tree. Scientists at Citrus Research and
Education Center of the University of Florida in Lake Alfred
have developed an assignment of solving the occlusion and
group fruit segmentation problem, and we believe that when
this problem is solved, the newly developed technique can be
used earlier in the growing season. This can potentially help
in acquiring information on expected citrus yield, and health
earlier during the growing season, and in-field variability
[27]. It is a challenge to develop machine vision system that
matches the human vision and can recognize green citrus
fruits in the grove; an excellent recognition method would be
the one that can separate green citrus fruits from background
green leaves of citrus trees in the grove [28].
Previous methods had difficulty detecting young fruits to
create maps or make economic estimates because young or
immature citrus fruits are green and resemble tree leaves
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[29]. Recognizing green citrus fruits on a citrus tree in the
grove is an important procedure in estimating the infections
and fruit defects, a number of fruits for yield prediction, and
make economic estimates. There is a need for an innovative
and sustainable method that can accurately, effectively and
efficiently recognize spherical green citrus fruits in the grove
with shadows, bright areas, occlusions and overlapping
fruits, and green color that matches a color of the tree
leaves. Most importantly, a system that does not detect a
single fruit multiple times since this will overestimate fruits
and negatively influences environmental, agricultural, and
economic decision-making processes.
Some recent advances in machine learning yielded new
techniques to train deep neural networks [30], which have a
potential to successfully recognize patterns of objects such
as citrus fruit’s morphological structure and differentiate
fruits from the main crop [31]. This system uses forward
propagation, which is a neural network way of classifying
a set of images and to improve their performance; we can
collect larger datasets of green citrus fruits, and leaves, and
learn more powerful models, and use better techniques
for preventing overfitting [32]. Deep neural networks have
proved to be the best in image pattern recognition and
machine learning [33]. Most importantly, this method of
deep learning neural network is less affected by natural
variations such as changes in illumination, shadows, skewed
leaves, and occluded plants as compared to other previous
image classification methods [34]. For this reason, we are
optimistic that identification of citrus greening on citrus
leaves and fruit surfaces in the grove could be one of those
agricultural problems that can potentially benefit from deep
learning approach, and consequently, help to eradicate the
predicaments facing the citrus industry.
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